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Economic Developers 
are like superheroes



Economic 
Development Goal

’To put a region on a path to higher growth by 
improving the productivity of firms and people in 
ways that leads to better incomes and living 
standards for all’ - Brookings Institution
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Sometimes superheroes can feel like 
they are under attack

Source: http://misfitdaydream.blogspot.ca/
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Today’s mission
§Defining performance

measurement

§The case for performance 
measures

§Choosing the appropriate measures

§Reporting methods

§Best practices
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Performance Measurement Defined

The process of collecting, 
analyzing and reporting 
information regarding the 
performance of an individual, or 
organization
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The Case for Performance Measures



Why Measure Performance?

“Managing knowledge means managing oneself”
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Performance 
Measurement Goal

Performance measures should assess 
movement towards the region’s goals
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Why Measure Performance?

“If you don’t measure results, you can’t tell success from failure.
If you can’t see success, you can’t reward it.
If you can’t reward success, you’re probably rewarding failure.
If you can’t see success, you can’t learn from it.
If you can’t recognize failure, you can’t correct it.
If you can demonstrate results, you can win public 
support.”

Tom Peters
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Why People Don’t Measure

§Takes time, resources and 
commitment

§Difficult to measure

§Difficult to attribute outcomes

§Significant outside influences

§Reluctance to share results
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§Many intangibles

§Misunderstanding of economic development 
function

§ Inconsistency of data and definitions

§Conflicting goals and priorities

§Disagreement on appropriate measures

ED Performance 
Measurement Challenges
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The Strategic Planning Process
14

Situation 
Analysis

Stakeholder 
Consultation

Strategy 
Development

Action & 
Implementation



The Strategic Planning Process 15

Situation 
Analysis

Stakeholder 
Consultation

Strategy 
Development

Action & 
Implementation

Performance 
Measurement



Part of the strategic planning process

§Improve capability to achieve 
organization vision

§Monitor strategy execution

§Supports evidence-based decision 
making

§Build common understanding of the 
processes, terminologies and 
expectations of ED strategy
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Source: forbes.com What gets measured gets done or does it?



§Assess the effectiveness of your 
organization previous years/ other regions

§Ensure accountability and transparency
for community, Council

§Buy in from stakeholders
community, government, funding programs, sponsors

§Support for budget, human resource 
requests
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Source: forbes.com What gets measured gets done or does it?

Part of the strategic planning process
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Choosing the appropriate measures



4 areas to measure
§Internal

Ex. Staff size, budget

§Relationship Management 
Ex. Website visits, client files

§ED outcomes
Ex. Jobs created, investment announced

§Community 
Ex. Population, education level, 
household income
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Noun Project: shashank Shin,  Alex Kwa, Arthur Shlain, artworkbean



Types of Measures

§Quantitative
Percent change, dollar amount or other 
value 
% satisfaction; % completed; # attended; 
# of new developments, # business visits

§Qualitative
Subjective evidence, anecdotes from 
local businesses, testimonials, 
comments from surveys interviews, 
focus groups, case studies
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Source: British Columbia Performance Measurement Tooklkit



Types of Measures

§Primary
collected by economic development office 
(BR&E & others)

§Secondary
Provided by a third party 
(Stats Can & others) 
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Source: British Columbia Performance Measurement Tooklkit



Measuring what matters
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Inputs Actions Outputs Outcomes

Resources
What we invest

What we do What we provide What objectives 
we achieve

Human, financial, 
organizational & 
community assets

Specific actions to 
achieve the 
economic 
development 
goals

Results of the 
actions, 

Impacts on 
economy & local 
population



Measuring what matters
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Money Tourism 
Promotion Inquiries Job Growth

Staff/ volunteers Business 
Recruitment

Project Files 
Opened

Capital 
Investment

Facilities Retention & 
Expansion Corporate Calls Assessment

Equipment/ 
supplies

Small Business 
Services Clients Served Business Start-

ups

Inputs Actions Outputs Outcomes



OMAFRA’s 4 Steps to effective 
performance measurement

Assess Establish/ revisit 
economic development strategy

Build consensus

Create Link inputs, actions, outputs & outcomes

Develop performance measurement framework

Source: Performance Measurement for Economic Development, OMAFRA
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British Columbia Performance 
Measures Toolkit

§General business
§Business attraction, 

creation, retention
§Demographics
§Development/ investment
§ Engagement/ relationships
§Housing/ real estate
§ Labour market

§Outputs
§Quality of Life
§Plan Implementation
§ Taxes
§ Technology & Innovation
§ Tourism
§ Transportation
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http://www2.gov.bc.ca/

210 Measures



Commonly used measures 26

Source: EDAC Development of Performance Measurement Systems for Local and Regional Economic Development Organizations, 2011
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Funding granted

Unemployment rate

Building permits institutional

Building permits commerical

New business investment

Inquiries received

Jobs created FT

Workforce

Population

New businesses opened

%



Downtown Performance 
Measures

§Vacancies
§Time to fill vacancies
§Façade improvements
§Jobs created
§# of events, attendance

§Member participation
§Media coverage
§Downtown property 

values
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Ontario BIA Handbook



Tourism Performance Measures

§ Visitors (length of stay, spend 

per visit)

§ # of FAM tours, ROI

§ # of Trade shows, ROI

§ Hotel room nights, occupancy, 

revenue per available room

§ # of client events, attendance, 

ROI

§ Attendance at sponsored 

events, ROI

§ Visitor Information Centre 

measures

§ Active members, participation

§ Advertising

§ Co-op participants, 

advertising generated

§ Impressions, reach, 

frequency and cost per

§ Website visits, traffic, 

referrals, etc.

§ Social media reach, 

engagement

§ Media coverage

§ ROI
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Source: Standard DMO Performance Reporting A Handbook for Destination Marketing Organizations (DMOs)



Unintended Consequences

§Measure drives the 
activity
§Exaggeration of EDO 

responsibility
§Favours short-term 

programs
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5 traps of performance 
measurement - HBR

§Measuring against yourself

§Looking backward

§Putting your faith in numbers

§Gaming the metrics

§Sticking to the numbers too 
long
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https://hbr.org/2009/10/the-five-traps-of-performance-measurement
Photo: http://eyerayofthebeholder.blogspot.ca/



Measuring vs. performing
“The biggest problem over the 
past decade has been the 
disproportionate focus on 
measuring performance, 
rather than on performing. 
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https://www.theguardian.com/local-government-network/2010/dec/08/local-government-
measure-performance-profit   Image: darkknightnews.com

By focusing the efforts of public services on their 
adherence to complex bureaucratic measurement 
systems, valuable resources were diverted away 
from the actual provision of services.”
Marc D. Berson, American Society for Quality - Government Division



Assessing your performance 
measures

§Direct evidence of your goal

§Deliberately defined: 
how calculated, how 
interpreted

§Consistently implemented

§Allow for ‘natural variability’

§Correlate with other evidence
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https://www.staceybarr.com/measure-up/how-to-know-if-you-have-the-right-kpi/
Sorce: www.bigglee.blogspot.ca



Selecting Your Performance Measures 33

Source: Measuring Up! Performance Measurement for Economic Development, A Guidebook for Economic Development Practitioners, 
Ontario Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs, p 17
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Reporting Methods



Reporting Methods

§Narrative 
§hard & soft evidence
§Case Studies
§Scorecards
§Efficiency 
§investment per output/ 

outcome

Photo: http://allareoneplus.blogspot.ca/2012/03/quote-58-pride-megaphone.html
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Examples: Kingston Economic 
Development
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www. http://business.kingstoncanada.com/en/about-us/reportsandstudies.asp



Examples: Halifax
37

http://www.halifaxpartnership.com/



Examples: Vernon, BC
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https://www.vernon.ca/business/economic-development/resources-statistics



Examples: Winnipeg, MB 39

https://www.economicdevelopmentwinnipeg.com/media/corporate-publications



Examples: Woodstock, ON 40

http://www.cometothecrossroads.com/publications



Examples: Calgary, AB
41

http://www.calgaryeconomicdevelopment.com/



Examples: Halton Region, ON
42

www.halton.ca/



Examples: Adelaide, South Australia

http://www.economic.priorities.sa.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0015/6162/17336_Eco_Priorities_SR_Part_B_lowres.pdf
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Examples: Southwest Ontario 
Tourism Corporation RTO #1
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swotc.ca



Examples: Southwest Ontario 
Tourism Corporation RTO #1
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swotc.ca
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Best Practices



Avoid these traps
§Metrics beyond EDO control
§Missing local operational 

differences
§Too many metrics, limited 

resources 
§what’s easy vs. what’s 

important
§Metrics peripheral to desired 

results
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https://www.govexec.com/excellence/promising-practices/2017/11/its-time-improve-governments-use-metrics-and-analytics/142416/
image: the-incredibles.wikia.com



Avoid these traps
§Culture pressures employees to 

skew results
§Metrics that are not SMART

(Specific, Measurable, Achievable, 
Relevant and Time-bound)

§Blame vs finding ways to improve
§Failing to make changes
§Failing to measure the impact of 

the metrics
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https://www.govexec.com/excellence/promising-practices/2017/11/its-time-improve-governments-use-metrics-and-analytics/142416/
image: the-incredibles.wikia.com



10 Best Practice Tips

1. Align performance measures 
with strategic plan

2. Define performance measure

3. Get agreement on measures

4. Establish data source and 
frequency of measurement

5. Be consistent – measure & 
report over time
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10 Best Practice Tips

6. Start small

7. Assign performance 
measurement task

8. Determine communication 
method

9. Tell your story

10.Revisit measures to confirm 
their usefulness 
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51Performance Measures

The Economic Development Superhero’s 
Super Power

Image: https://prooncall.com



Resources
§ Performance Measurement Toolkit for 

Local Economic Development 
Province of British Columbia 
www2.gov.bc.ca

§ Measuring Up! 
Ontario Ministry of Agriculture Food 
and Rural Affairs 
www.omafra.gov.on.ca

§ Making it Count: 
Metrics for High Performing EDOs
International Economic Developers Council 
www.iedconline.org

§ Development of Performance Measurement Systems for Local and 
Regional Economic Development Organizations 
Economic Developers Association of Canada
www.edac.ca

§ Standard DMO Performance Reporting
A Handbook for Destination Marketing Organizations (DMOs)
Destination Marketing Association International
https://destinationsinternational.org

§ Ontario BIA Handbook  
www.mah.gov.on.ca
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Thank you

Aileen Murray Ec.D. (F)
Mellor Murray Consulting
mellormurray@gmail.com
www.mellormurray.ca
519-784-7944

mellormurray


